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SPRING

DAFFODILS/NARCISSI
Please note that the names Narcissus and Daffodil are one and the same.

TRUMPET NARCISSUS/DAFFODIL 
The trumpet should be as long or longer than the petals 
(Parianth).

LONG CUPPED NARCISSUS/DAFFODIL 
The cup should be more than one third of, but less than the 
length of the petals.

SMALL CUPPED NARCISSUS/DAFFODIL 
The cup should be no more than one third of the length of the 
petals.

SUMMER/AUTUMN

VEGETABLES
All vegetables will be judged by their fitness for use, and all superfluous leaves 
should be removed.

CARROTS, PARSNIPS AND BEETROOT
Foliage should be trimmed back to approx. 2” (4cm) long.

PEAS & BEANS
Should be displayed with some stalk attached.

LETTUCE 
Should be displayed with roots on.

TOMATOES 
Should be displayed with calyxes intact.



GENERAL

PHOTOGRAPHY
Maximum photo size allowed is 7"(18cm) × 5"(13cm). Photos should not have 
been exhibited before and must be unframed. Exhibitors can have only one entry 
per class.

PRESERVES
Preserves are to be presented in plain jars with lids or covers, labelled and dated. 
At least 12oz(340g) of preserve should be presented.

FLORAL EXHIBITS
Flowers need not have been grown by the exhibitor. Exhibits do not have to done 
in situ. The maximum space allowed for your exhibit is 20" square (height is 
unrestricted), unless otherwise stated in the class. 

HYDRANGEAS
Mopheads (Hydrangea macrophylla) are the most popular 
hydrangeas grown in home gardens. Most mopheads 
grown are blue or pink, but a few varieties are white. 

Lacecaps (Hydrangea macrophylla normalis) have little 
buds in the centre which are the fertile flowers. The large 
blossoms around the outer edge are the sterile flowers.



THE EXHIBITING PROCESS

Schedules are published 
between 3 and 5 months before 
the relevant show. They are free 

for members, but are also 
available to the public free online 

or on paper from a small fee.
Choose which classes you 

would like to enter and 
complete the entry form 

included in the schedule or on 
our website.

Submit your entry form by the 
Wednesday prior to the show. 
Details of where to send your 

form can be found in the 
schedule. Don't forget to include 

payment!

Submit your entry form by the 
Wednesday prior to the show. 
Details of where to send your 

form can be found in the 
schedule. 

Don't forget to include payment!

From 8:30am, you can collect 
your entry cards for the classes 

you entered and stage your 
exhibits. All exhibitors must 
leave the hall/marquee by 

10:30am.

On Show Day

Judging will take place between 
10:30am and 2pm. The show 
then opens to the public from 

2pm. Come and see what 
you've won and collect any prize 

winnings from the Treasurer!

Certain classes have trophies 
awarded for them. These will be 
presented at around 4pm. Will 

you have won a cup?


